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Around the Pole in 9 days—USAP
balloonborne astronomy study
completed successfully
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The members of the balloon-launch
team from the National Scientific Bal-
loon Facility (NSBF) in Palestine, Texas,
had expected a 29-million-cubic-foot, in-
strumented balloon to remain aloft for 2
to 3 weeks while it circumnavigated
Antarctica. But, to their surprise, on 29
December 1990—only 9 days after a suc-
cessful launch from Williams Field on
the Ross Ice Shelf—the balloon had
completed its 4,300-mile journe y . Over
a site on the ice shelf about 113 miles
from McMurdo Station, engineers trig-

gered the release of the gondola, which
carried the scientific instruments, from
the football-stadium-sized balloon. The
gondola gently floated to the ice surface
on its parachute, where two U.S. Navy
UH-IN helicopters retrieved the pay-
load and returned it to the waiting sci-
entific teams at McMurdo Station.

Housed in the solar-powered gondola
were instruments for astronomyand as-
trosphysics projects conducted by in-
vestigators from the Universit y of
California at Berkeley, the University of
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NSF photo by Julie Palais.

Near Williams Field on the Ross Ice Shelf, technicians and support personnel prepare to launch a 29-million-cubic-foot high-altitude balloon. The
football-stadium-sized helium balloon is the second one of this type successfully launched for research by the U.S. Antarctic Program. The solar-
powered gondola (right foreground of photograph), which carried the scientific instruments various astronomy and astrophysics experiments, was
released from the balloon after a 4,300-mile circumnavigation of the continent and was retrieved by two U.S. Navy UH-1N helicopters from a site
about 113 miles from Williams Field (at 7934'S 171 7'E).
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Engineers and support personnel watch as the
high-altitude helium balloon is inflated. Be-
cause the balloon is made of thin polyethylene,
wind speeds had to be no more than 10 knots
to launch it.

Washington, and the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration's Mar-
shall Space Flight Center. These projects
focused on processes related to cosmic
rays, auroral X-rays, and Supernova
1987A, which was the first supernova to
occur close to Earth since the invention
of the telescope. Antarctica was selected
as the observation site because it offered
advantages not found at other sites, in-
cluding near-space conditions at an ac-
cessible altitude.

Circumnavigating the continent along
78°S and at an altitude of more than
130,000 feet, the balloon enabled astro-
physicists from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, to look more closely
at the supernova, learn more about the
process of explosive nucleosyn thesis, and
search for cosmic gamma-ray bursts and
other astronomical events that occur
during supernovas. Many astrophysi-
cists believe that most of the universe's
heavy elements are created through the
processes that occur as the core of a star
collapses and explodes during a super-
nova. Because many heavy elements emit
gamma rays with distinct energy pat-
terns, the Berkeley team hoped to record
the spectral properties of gamma rays
arriving from the direction of Supernova
1987A and to establish what, if any, heavy
elements formed during the star's ex-
plosion.

A second Berkeley team focused their
attention on the isotopic composition of
cosmic rays, particularly isotopes of iron,
nickel, manganese, and cobalt. To ac-
complish this, they used a phosphate
glass that was exposed to the atmos-
phere throughout the balloon flight. Af-
ter retrieving the payload, the glass was
treated with a strong acid that reveals

tracks left as cosmic rays penetrated the
glass. By analyzing each etched track,
they will he able to identify the com-
position of the cosmic ray that created
it. These measurements provide infor-
mation about the origin of cosmic rays,
the structure of space between stars and
galaxies, and the evolution of stars.

For their study, University of Wash-
ington investigators installed a special
X-ray imaging camera that enabled them
to measure how the magnetosphere ex-
pands and shrinks in response to solar
events, especially solar flares. X-rays-----
highly energetic electromagnetic radia-
tion of short wavelengths—are emitted
by the Sun and other celestial bodies.
Because they are absorbed in the upper
levels of Earth's atmosphere, X-ray's or-
igins and physical characteristics, as well
as the effect they have on Earth's mag-
netosphere, must be studied from either
satellites or high-altitude balloons like
the one launched in Antarctica. The Uni-
versity of Washington group will cor-
relate data from this year's study with
such solar and geophysical events as so-
lar flares and magnetospheric sub-
storms. With these data they hope to
identify some characteristics of X-rays
and to examine the behavior of selected
auroral phenomenon.

The fourth group participating in the
1990 balloon launch was a collaborative
effort by U.S. researchers from NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center and the
University of Washington and by Japan-
ese investigators. They were interested
in the composition, spectra, and inter-
actions of cosmic rays. Using an X-ray
film densitometer and emulsion cham-
bers, they are able to measure passively
at high altitudes particles with energies
higher than those that can he produced
in electron-particle accelerators on Earth.
These data enable them to investigate
interactions between particles that can-
not be duplicated by accelerators.

The gondola carrying the instruments
for these experiments weighed approx-
imately 3,750 pounds. Onboard com-
puters stored data, tracked the balloon's
progress, and adjusted the position of
the scientific equipment as necessary.
Scientists at McMurdo Station were able
to communicate with computers via the
ARGOS satellite system; however, the
science teams periodically used one of
the U.S. ski-equipped Hercules air-
planes (LC-130) to fly under the balloon,
as the balloon floated above the polar
plateau, and communicate directly with
the onboard computers. By doing this,
they could ensure that all data were re-
trieved.

Antarctica's austral summer condi-
tions are well suited for solar-powered,
balloonborne research. The exposure to
24-hour solar heat keeps gas tempera-
tures inside the balloon stable; as a re-
sult, the balloon maintains a constant
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This total ozone mapping spectrometer (TOMS) image shows that by 27 September 1990 the
area of ozone depletion extended over much of Antarctica. Less than a week later, the amount
of total ozone above the continent had dropped below 150 Dobson units. Data from the TOMS
system was corroberated by ground-based measurements.

NASA satellite image.
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altitude. Constant observations can be
made because Southern Hemisphere ce-
lestial bodies remain above the horizon.
Circumpolar winds carry the balloon
along the selected course and may even
return the gondola with its valuable
equipment and data to its launch site.
This austral summer, the wind currents
at the target altitude were stronger than
predicted and shortened the balloon's
journey by at least 5 days.

The balloon, launched 21 December,
was made of polyethylene thinner than
an average trash bag. To launch the huge
helium-filled balloon, wind speeds less
than 10 knots were necessary to protect
the delicate material from tears. Al-
though just 150 feet of the 650-foot bal-

loon was gas-filled at launch, it and the
gondola rivaled the Washington Mon-
ument in size. As the helium expanded
in the thinning atmosphere, the balloon
swelled gradually to 29 million cubic
feet—about 50 times the size of a
"Goodyear Blimp."

Scientists and engineers participating
in the balloon launch, along with U.S.
Antarctic Program managers, agreed that
the project was an overwhelming suc-
cess. During the flight, onl y one system
failed—the computer that was to gather
data on Supernova 1987A. Berkeley sci-
entists still expect to retrieve data from
a customized video recorder in the pay-
load. Initial inspection revealed that no
other instruments were damaged.

This launch was the second successful
launch of a high-altitude, helium bal-
loon in Antarctica. The first was launched
in January 1988 to gather data on Su-
pernova 1987A and test gamma-ray de-
tection equipment originally designed
for use on the NASA Space Shuttle. The
success of these two projects shows that
Antarctica can he used as a launch site
for high-altitude, instrumented bal-
loons. Because the balloons can substi-
tute for more expensive, low-orbit
satellites, they provide scientists with an
alternative—a so-called "poor man's
satellite." Next summer, the National
Science Foundation plans to support two
more circumpolar balloon flights.

Ozone levels fall to 1987 low
for unprecedented second year

Using instrumented balloons launched
from McMurdo Station, U.S. research-
ers recorded, for the second consecutive
year, decreases in stratospheric ozone
that equalled the record-setting lows of
1987. During 1987, total ozone above
Antarctica dropped to approximately 50
percent below normal, with losses in
some regions of the stratosphere be-
tween 9 and 12 miles (15 and 20 kilo-
meters) altitude as great as 90 percent.
The 1989 austral spring losses paralleled
those recorded during 1987.

The NSF-supported group from the
University of Wyoming began its work
in late August 1990. Over 80 days, they
launched 44 balloons that carried instru-
ments to altitudes as high as 22 miles
(35 kilometers) above the Earth's sur-
face. At altitude, the helium-filled bal-
loons range from 19,000 to 141,000 cubic
feet in size; each carries an instrument
payload weighing between 5 and 25
pounds. With these instruments, they
are able to measure temperature, hu-
midity, atmospheric pressure, ozone
abundance, and condensation nuclei in
the region of the stratosphere where the
depletion traditionally has occurred.
These data, which are acquired during
each balloon's ascent and descent, are
analyzed the same day at McMurdo Sta-
tion on a computer-based s ystem that
enables the researchers to correlate in-
formation about the composition of the
atmosphere with altitude.

According to their observations, the
total ozone above McMurdo Station de-
creased rapidly in August, slowed slightly
in September, and reached a low of 144
Dobson units above McMurdo on 9 Oc-

tober. The 5COSOS also showed that in
some regions, particularly between 9.3
and 10.8 miles altitude, ozone was ab-
sent completely. Above this zone, ozone
was present, as it has been in previous
austral springs.

The McMurdo Station data were cor-
roborated by data from the NASA's sat-
ellite-borne TOMS (total ozone mapping

spectrometer). The TOMS data indicate
that between August and September, to-
tal ozone in some regions of the antarctic
stratosphere plummeted from a typical
austral spring reading of 220 Dobson units
to 140 Dobson units; the continental low
of 125 Dobson units was reached on 4
October. This low is comparable to the
1987 low of 121 Dobson units and equal
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to the 1989 low of 125 Dobson units. A
Dobson unit, used by researchers to
measure the concentration of OZOflC in
the stratosphere, is one molecule of ozone
to one billion molecules of air. One
hundred Dobson units of ozone would
he equal to a 1-millimeter-thick layer of
ozone enveloping the Earth.

Continued observations from stations
in Antarctica and by instruments aboard
satellites also showed that the return to
normal levels came slowly this austral
spring. The pattern has been that after
reaching a low point in October, the to-
tal amount of stratospheric ozone grad-
ually increases. By late November or early
December, total ozone above the conti-
nent usually rebounds, climbing to lev-
els above normal for late spring or early
summer before dropping to approxi-
mately 280 Dobson units in January—
the "normal" level of stratospheric ozone
concentration above Antarctica for the
austral summer. This austral spring the
"ozone hole" persisted through Novem-
ber into December. A brief rebound was
evident, but it occurred nearly a month
later than usual.

Data obtained by British scientists show
that varying levels of ozone depletion
have occurred since the 1970s. After cor-
relating British data obtained from
ground-based instruments since the late
1950s, U.S. satellite data from 1978 to
the present, and more recent data from
ground-based, balloonborne, and air-
craftborne instruments, U.S., British, and
other scientists believed that the cycle of
ozone destruction and reappearance
maintained a distinct pattern—one year
of severe, persistent depletion followed
by a year of mild, short-lived depletion.
Based on these observations and various
theories used to predict depletion levels,
they had anticipated that 1990 would be
like a 1988, a year of moderate depletion,
but by October 1990, the level of ozone
depletion had already surpassed the to-
tal 1988 loss.

The reasons for this break with me-
teorological predictions remain unclear.
Scientists agree that the depletion is
caused by a combination of climate phe-
nomenon (an isolated air mass, temper-
atures below –80°C, and the presence
of polar stratospheric clouds) and the
destructive capabilities of atmospheric
chlorine derived from high levels of man-
made chlorofluorocarbons. What con-
trols the severity of "hole" changes from
year to year and what effects antarctic
and arctic ozone depletions may have
on the lower and mid latitude strato-
sphere are still being investigated.

One of the methods used to predict
the severity of the "ozone hole" relies a
cyclic pattern of stratospheric winds
above the equator known as the Quasi-
Biennial Oscillation (QBO). These winds
reverse direction about every 26 months.
Earlier observations suggested that an

easterly flow was linked to a less severe
ozone depletion. The pattern of the 1988
depletion supported this theory—the
equatorial stratospheric winds blew
eastward, and the depletion was less se-
vere. This pattern was broken in 1989,
however, when, despite the easterly flow,
the depletion reached record-setting
levels.

Increasing concentrations of chloro-
fluorocarbons, the source of ozone-de-
stroying chlorine, in Earth's stratosphere
has been suggested as an explanation for
the change in the observed pattern.
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), used in re-
frigeration, air conditioning, and, in some
countries, industrial solvents, remain in
the atmosphere for long periods of time.
For example, two common CFCs F-li
and F-12 have lifetimes of 45 and 70 years.
Consequently, despite recent interna-
tional agreements to curb and eventu-
ally eliminate the use of CFCs, the
damaging effects of these manmade
chemicals to the atmosphere will con-
tinue. Some researchers suggest that the

Tonight, I would like to discuss the
most recent meeting in the quickening
pace of international negotiations within
the Antarctic Treaty system—the Spe-
cial Consultative Meeting held in Viña
del Mar, Chile, in November and De-
cember 1990.

Pursuant to the Antarctic Treaty, the
consultative parties meet approximately
every 2 years or 15 times over the 30-
year history of the Treaty. Additionally,
when the Treaty parties have identified
particular issues of concern or issues that
require immediate attention, they have
frequently resorted to the technique of
convening a special meeting to negotiate
the specific issues.

This was the case in the meeting that
took place recently in Viña del Mar, Chile.
The Viña del Mar meeting was the elev-
enth such special Antarctic Treaty con-
sultative meeting. If one looks at the
record—counting the 15 Consultative
Meetings as well as special meetings—

concentration of CFCs in the atmos-
phere has increased so much that near-
total ozone destruction could occur in
most years.

A meteorologist from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion has proposed another explanation
for the break in the yearly cycle of ozone
destruction. In an article published in
the September 1990 issue of Geophysical
Research Letters, he suggests that the QBO
cycle should be correlated with sea-sur-
face temperatures at the equator. Look-
ing at annual measurements for June,
July, and August, he found that when
stratospheric temperatures (which affect
the strength and direction of equatorial
winds) and sea-surface temperatures in-
crease from one summer to the next, the
depletion above the Southern Hemi-
sphere is worse the next austral spring.
By using this information, he was able
to predict the severe depletion that oc-
curred this past austral spring.

there have been negotiating sessions on
the average almost every year since the
Treaty entered into force in 1961.

The precursor to the Viña del Mar
meeting was the 15th Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting (ATCM XV) in Paris
in October 1989.* That meeting saw the
coalescence of a wide variety of strands
of concern regarding the antarctic en-
vironment. The Paris meeting, which was
an extremely productive meeting, fo-
cused on environmental issues and the
need for environmental management in

*An overview article and the draft text of the 22
amendments proposed and approved at the 15th
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Part y Meeting was
published in the March 1990 issue of the Antarctic
Journal (volume 25, number 1). The final report, along
with those from previous meetings, are available in
the Antarctic Biblio'5'rap/n1, which is compiled for the
National Science Foundation by the Librar y of Con-
gress. Copies of the complete text are available from
the Library.

Protecting Antarctica: Progress in Chile
Representatives of the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties itiet in Villa del Mar, Chile,

19 November to 6 December 1990 and held a Special Consultative Mccting on coin prehensive
measures for protection of the antarctic environment. The unresolved issue of how to deal wit/i
mineral resources in Antarctica dominated the proceedings. hi February 1991, R. Tucker
Scully, one of the senior members of the U.S. delegation to the Villa del Mar lileeting, presented
this speech, which describes the meeting proceedings, to the Washington, D.C-based An-
tarctican Society. The text, which has been edited for publication, is reproduced in the Antarctic
Journal wit/i permission of the Society.
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Antarctica. At ATCM XV, representa-
tives of the Antarctic Treaty Consulta-
tive Parties adopted by consensus a
number of significant measures to en-
sure that human activities in Antarctica
do not adversely impact the environ-
ment.

Building upon the wide range of mea-
sures and recommendations to protect
the antarctic environment, delegates to
the Paris meeting in October 1989 felt
that the Treaty parties should take an
overall look at how best to integrate these
measures to ensure, across-the-hoard,
that human activities did not pose an
unreasonable risk to the antarctic envi-
ronment. A major item for discussion at
this meeting was "Comprehensive Pro-
tection of the Antarctic Environment."
Although significant steps were taken in
that direction, the delegates agreed that
a special consultative meeting also should
be held to address this subject area.

Obviously, a primary issue that mo-
tivated the Consultative Parties to de-
velop a special negotiating forum was
the dispute that emerged among the
consultative parties over the antarctic
minerals convention. This agreement had
been negotiated in 1988 and concluded
by consensus. (See sidebar for a brief
description of the minerals convention.)
Following its conclusion, however, the
convention became the subject of con-
troversy. Several nations that had orig-
inally participated in adopting the
minerals agreement reversed course and
chose to seek an alternative to the con-
vention rather than to pursue the con-
vention, which was a mechanism for
deciding whether or not mineral re-
source activity should ever take place in
Antarctica. Their selected alternative was
to call for a complete ban on all mineral-
resource activities in Antarctica.

The issue for discussion at the meet-
ing in Viña del Mar comprised, in a for-
mal sense, comprehensive measures for
the protection of the environment. Ob-
viously, because of the emphasis placed
upon the question of minerals, the fu-
ture fate of the antarctic minerals con-
vention was also discussed. In fact, a
number of the proposals put on the table
for discussion in Viña del Mar directly
addressed that subject.

To be more specific, ATCM XV in Paris
set the terms of reference and, in effect,
a rough agenda for the Viña del Mar
meeting. The agenda established an ob-
jective for the Treaty parties—the fur-
ther elaboration, maintenance, and
implementation of a comprehensive sys-
tem of protection for the antarctic en-
vironment.

The term "further elaboration" was
used to emphasize that a large body of
environmental regulations, elaborated
within the Treaty system, already ex-
isted. The recommendation looked not
only to the elaboration but also to the

maintenance and implementation of such
a comprehensive system.

Among the primary questions that
have been raised about the Antarctic
Treaty are the degree to which and the
effectiveness with which the Treaty is
being implemented. How effectivel y is
it being enforced? To what degree are
member countries compl ying with the
agreed measures? With what consis-
tency do governments that have com-
mitted themselves to these measures
carry them out?

The question of maintenance was also
raised and included the question of
whether or not it was time for the Ant-
arctic Treaty consultative system to de-
velop more formal machinery.
Specifically, delegates asked whether it
was time for the system to develop a
secretariat—a full-time institution or
mechanism—to meet the needs of the
Treaty and to disseminate the informa-
tion generated at the biennial treaty
meetings and at special meetings.

The terms of reference for the Viña del
Mar meeting identified three areas of
emphasis:

• first, the need to develop further
principles that had already been artic-
ulated within the Antarctic Treaty sys-
tem;

• second, to initiate and carry out a
review of existing environmental pro-
tection measures that were already on
the hooks, with a view to identifying
where such mechanisms should be
strengthened or clarified in terms of le-
gal obligation, and how to ensure more
effective compliance with these regula-
tions and measures;

• third, the need for new institutional
and legal arrangements to ensure the
maintenance, integration, consistency,
and comprehensiveness of the system of
antarctic environmental protection.

Proposals for comprehensive
environmental protection

A number of specific proposals, aimed
at comprehensive protection, were ar-
ticulated by various Treaty parties. First,
before the meeting, Australia, France,
Belgium, and Ital y jointly drafted and
sponsored a convention for the compre-
hensive protection of the antarctic en-
vironment. This four-nation draft
convention included provisions dealing
with antarctic mineral resources and
called for a permanent ban on antarctic
mineral resource activit y , which France
and Australia, in particular, have ad-
vocated.

Second, the government of New Zea-
land submitted a draft protocol to the
Antarctic Treaty. This draft specifically
dealt with comprehensive measures for
environmental protection. Like the four-
nation draft convention, the New Zea-
land proposal included a prohibition on

mineral resource activities—a proposed
permanent ban on such activities as an
alternative to the antarctic minerals con-
vention.

Finall y , the United States, Argentina,
Norway , the United Kingdom, and Uru-
guay jointl y submitted an outline of a
draft protocol. This draft protocol to the
Treaty included institutional provisions
and principles, it also proposed, as an-
nexes or appendices to the text, specific
sets of measures to deal with environ-
mental protection related to particular
kinds of activities—marine pollution,
waste disposal, the environmental-im-
pact-assessment procedures, and the
question of agreed measures for the con-
servation of flora and fauna.

So, before the meeting convened in
Viña del Mar, three formal proposals had
been circulated among the Treaty par-
ties:

• one in fairly exact Treaty language
tabled by New Zealand;

• the draft convention, tabled by the
four nations led by Australia, and la-
belled an "indicative" draft; and

• an outline, which indicated all types
of provisions that would be suggested
but not in Treaty language, submitted
by the United States, the United King-
dom, Argentina, Norway, and Uru-
guay.

At the beginning of the meeting, three
additional proposals were put on the ta-
ble. Two were treaty texts, based upon
the outline submitted by the five na-
tions. One of these was the U.S. text.
The United States decided to take the
outline, which we were cosponsoring,
and convert it into an actual, formal pro-
posal in Treaty language. That was ta-
bled at the opening of the meeting.

The United Kingdom, one of our co-
sponsors, did the same thing, and the
Government of India also put forward a
proposal, in outline form, on compre-
hensive measures.

As a lead-in to summarizing the re-
sults of the meeting were, let me try to
describe briefly the differences and the
issues that emerged with regard to these
various proposals. As 1 have mentioned,
there was a very significant difference
in the approach to what has become one
of the most visible issues relating to Ant-
arctica of late—antarctic mineral re-
sources.

The convention tabled by the four na-
tions (Australia, France, Belgium, and
Italy) called for a permanent ban on min-
eral resource activities, and, therefore,
was premised on replacing the antarctic
minerals convention. The same was true
for the protocol drafted by New Zea-
land. The five-nation proposal, includ-
ing the specific texts that were developed
based on that proposal, did not address
mineral resource activities and, thus,
rested on the premise that the antarctic
minerals convention was the appropri-
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ate legal instrument to deal with the
question of whether or not mineral re-
source activities should take place in
Antarctica. The issue of minerals, then,
was one of the major differences be-
tween the drafts and one of the issues
on which discussion focused at the
meeting in Chile.

The approaches taken in each of the
submitted texts, however, differed in
other significant ways. One was in the
form of the proposals themselves. The
four-nation proposal, as a separate con-
vention, implied that a separate, legal
framework was required to deal with en-
vironmental protection in Antarctica.

The New Zealand proposal, a draft
protocol to the Antarctic Treaty, and the
five-nation proposal, also a protocol to
the Antarctic Treaty, rested on the
premise that the Antarctic Treaty mech-
anism offers not only a necessary but a
desirable basis for achieving environ-
mental regulation in Antarctica—a
mechanism that can be improved. These
proposed protocols suggested that there
are certain steps (for example, establish-
ing a secretariat) that should be taken to
improve the operation of the Antarctic
Treaty mechanism.

With respect to specific substantive
differences between these texts, I would
like to cite two primary examples. First,
the convention approach called for the
application of a set of collective decision-
making procedures for all activities in
Antarctica. If taken to their logical con-
clusion, these provisions, in fact, would
have meant that scientific research ac-
tivities in Antarctica could have been
subject to some form of collective deci-
sion-making.

The approach taken in the proposals
put forward by the group of five nations,
and largely reflected in the text put for-
ward by New Zealand, was that the de-
cision-making competence of the Treaty
parties should not extend to prior au-
thorization of scientific research activi-
ties. Essentially, the freedom of scientific
research, guaranteed under the Antarc-
tic Treaty, should not be affected by new
agreements. While the convention pro-
posal and the protocol proposals agreed
that measures needed to be applied to
ensure that science and, in particular,
logistic support activities are properly
regulated, there was quite a difference
in approach between the convention ap-
proach and the protocol approaches.

Second, the convention approach and
protocol approaches also differed on the
question of institutions and what sort of
new institutional evolution should be re-
flected within the Antarctic Treaty sys-
tem to perfect its ability to protect the
environment. The convention approach
called for a number of new institutions.
This approach had in common with the
two protocol proposals recognition of the
need for a secretariat, as well as the need

for some sort of advisory body on en-
vironmental matters. The convention
approach, however, called for a stand-
ing committee on the protection of the
antarctic environment. This committee
would be a new institution with deci-
sion-making powers and would be ad-
ditional to the regular consultative
meetings (which is the mechanism called
for in the Antarctic Treaty) It might also
meet more frequently, and, if necessary,
operate on a more full-time basis than
the biennial set of meetings that have
taken place under the Treaty mecha-
nism.

On the other hand, the proposals put
forward by the proponents of a protocol
supplementing the Treaty called for the
regular consultative meetings to remain
the sole decision-making mechanism
within the Antarctic Treaty system. These
proposals called for the consultative
meetings to take place on a more regular
basis, specifically to take place on an an-
nual rather than a biennial basis.

Thus, despite the significant differ-
ences in approach among the proposals
that were put on the table, there was
apparent from the outset a number of
common elements and objectives. The

After more than 6 years of nego-
tiations, representatives of 33 nations
signed the "Convention on the Reg-
ulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource
Activities" (CRAMRA) in June 1988.
It applies to continental Antarctica,
all islands, and ice shelves south of
60°S, as well as the seafloor and sub-
soil of offshore areas near the deep
seabed. To enter into force, the con-
vention must be ratified by 16 of the
22 Consultative Parties, particularly
the 7 countries that claim parts of
Antarctica.

Soon after the negotiations con-
cluded, CRAMRA became the center
of controversy. The governments of
both France and Australia, two of the
claimant nations, announced that they
would not ratify the convention and
instead proposed a complete ban on
mineral resource activities in Antarc-
tica. Several other countries followed
the example of these two and with-
drew support.

The convention, designed to man-
age the non-renewable, non-living,
but natural resources of Antarctica, is
a neutral framework, neither pro-
moting or prohibiting resource de-
velopment. It does not contain a
detailed mining code but rather relies

major differences were related to how
to get there.

I should mention one other element
related to the way in which the work at
the meeting was organized and to the
product resulting from this work. There
were different approaches to the pro-
tocols themselves. The five-nation ap-
proach, submitted by the United States,
the United Kingdom, Argentina, Nor-
way, and Uruguay, called for a protocol
with specific annexes. These annexes
would include mandatory measures that
would apply to human activities in Ant-
arctica to achieve environmental protec-
tion. That approach was premised on
the concept that achieving comprehen-
sive measures—a comprehensive sys-
tem for environmental protection—is,
in fact, an ongoing process. It is not an
activity that one could say at any given
point was completed.

The five-nation proposal reflected the
fact that a broad body of measures al-
ready existed in the Treaty, but these
measures needed an effective system for
continual updating and assessment of
effectiveness (i.e., a system of annexes).
Consequently, binding, legally manda-
tory measures that could be updated and

on general guidelines and some spe-
cific requirements and prohibitions.
Environmental protection was a key
factor in developing CRAMRA. The
text of the convention stipulates that
before any exploration, mining, or re-
lated research activity can begin, the
possible impact to the environment
must be assessed. This assessment
must consider whether the activity will
adversely affect the environment,
particularly in relation to air and water
quality; atmospheric, terrestrial, and
marine environments; and distribu-
tion, abundance, and productivity of
animals and plants.

In 1990, the U.S. Congress passed
two bills supporting an indefinite ban
on mineral activities. (See U.S. leg-
islation sidebar that accompanies Mr.
Scully's speech.) Since the early 1980s,
an informal moratorium against min-
eral resource development has been
in effect; however, a permanent res-
olution to this question is still being
sought by the Treaty Consultative
Parties.

For a more detailed description of
CRAMRA, see Antarctic Jon rim!, De-
cember 1988 (volume 23, number 4,
pages 13-14).

What were the terms of CRAMRA?
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assessed on a rapid basis would he the
most effective approach to achieve the
objectives of the Viña del Mar meeting.

The New Zealand approach, on the
other hand, called for the inclusion of
all measures in the text of the protocol
itself. The New Zealand approach rec-
ognized the need for rapid updating of
measures. In some ways, the range of
measures included in the New Zealand
protocol was broader than those in-
cluded in the proposals made by others.
But the New Zealand proposal raised a
series of practical, and in some cases le-
gal, problems with respect to how gov-
ernments would implement such an
agreement. It is more difficult rapidly to
update a mechanism that requires the
amendment of the Treaty, as well as an
amendment of the agreement itself.

So, at the Viña del Mar meeting, the
proposed solutions differed both in sub-
stance, particularly in relation to ques-
tions of mineral resources and of
environmental protection measures and
in the form of the proposals.

Organization of the Viña del Mar
meeting

The organization of work—and I'll touch
only briefly on this—at the meeting in-
volved a threefold division of labor. Two
formal working groups were created. The
first, chaired by Dietrich Granow, head of
the German delegation, looked at the le-
gal agreements. The committee members
focused on the specific proposals in terms
of their basic provisions—the environ-
mental principles they included, institu-
tional arrangements, an y provisions
relating to decision-making, questions re-
lating to compliance and enforcement,
questions relating to dispute settlement,
methods of resolving disputes over the
observance of provisions, and questions
relating to the issues of liabilit y or re-
sponsibility for damages that might result
from activities in Antarctica.

The second working group, chaired
by Robert Puciero of Uruguay, dealt with
the review of specific measures that had
been called for in the previous meeting
in Paris. That group essentially dealt with
the annexes that were proposed by the
United States and others and the equiv-
alent provisions that were included in
the New Zealand text.

This working group considered four
specific proposals:

• measures to deal with marine pol-
lution, based largely on measures that
had been adopted at the Paris meeting;

• measures in waste disposal, how to
handle wastes generated within Antarc-
tica, again based on a number of im-
portant steps that had been taken at the
meeting in Paris;

• ways of dealing with the question
of environmental impact assessment,

which has become one of the important
procedural devices for ensuring that
those officials making decisions about
scientific and non-scientific activities
in Antarctica examine the potential
consequences of those activities before
decisions are made;

• the question of measures to protect
antarctic fauna and flora.

On this latter point, the Antarctic
Treaty parties had developed a very far-
reaching set of provisions in the mid-
1960s to deal with habitat protection, to
identify protected species, and to ensure
that scientific and other activities taking
place at that time did not result in un-
warranted and unacceptable impacts on
the antarctic fauna and flora and their
habitats. Because of changes in the na-
ture and scale of antarctic activities over
the last three decades, the consultative
parties perceived a need to update sig-
nificantly and to revise what are known
as the "Agreed Measures for the Con-
servation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora.**

Besides the two working groups—the
first focused on the actual proposed new
agreements and the second on the mea-
sures recommended at the 15th Treaty
meeting but concentrating on suggestions
for inclusion in annexes—there was a third
component in this division of labor. This
comprised the informal discussions among
delegates to the Chile meeting. These dis-
cussions were episodic, occurring over
dinners or at other times outside the for-
mal meetings. They focused on the ant-
arctic minerals issue and how the
consensus that had existed among Ant-
arctic Treaty parties in 1988 over the ques-
tion of minerals might he restored.
Although a much less structured and much
less formal kind of discussion, this forum
at the level of the heads of delegations
took place throughout the course of the
meeting and provided significant input to
the proceedings.

Results of the meeting discussions
I will not try to describe the "to-ing

and fro-ing" or the specific nature of the
discussions in the working groups. In-

"The "Agreed Measures for the Conservation of
Antarctic Flora and Fauna" are codified for U.S.
citizens under the Antarctic Conservation Act of
1978 (Public Law 95-541). The Conservation Act ap-
plies to all U.S. citizens, not just those who are
participating in a government-sponsored program.
Under the act, U.S. Citizens are required to obtain
permits for "taking" antarctic fauna, exporting na-
tive antarctic species, importing non-antarctic plants
and animals, and entering protected areas. Viola-
tion of the act can mean up to $10,000 in fines or 1-
year imprisonment. Information concerning the
Antarctic Conservation Act may be obtained from
the Polar Information Program, Division of Polar
Programs, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20550; 202/357-7817.

stead, let me return to the differences
that I have mentioned with regard to the
specific proposals.

As a result of the formal and informal
discussions, a number of points of con-
vergence began to emerge. In some in-
stances, the convergence of opinion
occurred suddenly ; in other cases, it took
place gradually during the course of the
meeting.

First, the representatives clearly ex-
pressed a strong preference that a new
agreement on environmental protection
in Antarctica should he in the form of a
protocol to the Antarctic Treats', rather
than a new, separate convention. Be-
sides substantive differences in the three
major proposals, the primary reason for
this choice was that the representatives
of the consultative parties strongly be-
lieved that the Antarctic Treaty—with
the accommodations that it contains on
the issue of sovereignt y and with the
consensus decision-making system—has
evolved and operated successfully and
that its provision on freedom of scientific
research should in no wa y he affected
by a new, supplementary agreement.
Therefore, a protocol was seen as a more
appropriate wa y of achieving not only
environmental protection but also the
commitment not to amend or under-
mine what has been probably one of the
most successful international coopera-
tive mechanisms that has existed in the
post-World War II era. So, early on, a
convergence of view toward a protocol
emerged.

Second, the participants generally be-
lieved—although here I do not think the
sentiment was as clear—that a protocol
with annexes that could he rapidl y up-
dated would he the most effective means
of achieving the objectives of an effec-
tive, implementahie s ystem for environ-
mental protection in Antarctica. So, a
convergence of views began to emerge
with regard to a protocol with annexes.

With respect to the other two issues
of particular concern that I have men-
tioned—the question of decision-mak-
ing and prior authorization, particularly
related to science, and the question of
institutions—a convergence of views
began to he hammered out in the dis-
cussions as well.

In terms of decision-making, the
meeting participants recognized that a
potential contradiction existed between
subjecting scientific research or activities
essential for research to prior authori-
zation or prior collective decision-mak-
ing and upholding the freedom of
scientific research provisions in the
Treaty. This did not mean that science
would he unregulated nor did it mean
that all of the meeting participants were
not strongl y committed to ensuring that
activities related to science would he
subject to strong controls. But what I
think it meant was that man y partici-
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pants feared that if scientific research and
science priorities were subjected to po-
litical decisions, a situation that ran
counter to the very success and pur-
poses of the Antarctic Treaty itself would
be created.

So there was, as I say, a strong view
against that kind of a decision-making
provision. What emerged was a view—
a preponderant view—that the elabo-
ration and effective implementation of
environmental-impact-assessment pro-
cedures would be a potential basis for
consensus. These procedures also would
provide a basis upon which those who
were seeking additional control over sci-
ence-supported activities could, in fact,
reach agreement with those who were
afraid that the Treaty could be under-
mined.

Generally, the view that emerged was
that, if activities involving potentially
significant impacts were subject to en-
vironmental impact assessment by those
who were undertaking the activities, then
a basis for resolving the differences over
decision-making could be established.
These activities included not only gov-
ernment science and related programs
but also tourist operations and other non-
government-supported activities in Ant-
arctica.

With respect to institutions, I think
there are two general problems. One is
related to decision-making. There were
difficulties with the idea of dividing de-
cision-making authorit y between the
consultative mechanism and subsidiary
bodies or in giving political decision-
making authority to scientific advisory
bodies. On the other hand, some con-
sultative parties, particularly some of the
Latin American countries, had reserva-
tions about establishing costly and ex-
tensive new machinery. Those two
strands, I think, came together with a
view that a scientific advisory group was
needed for the Treaty s ystem at this stage.
Let me qualify that, not a scientific ad-
visory body, but an environmental ad-
visory body, not duplicative of the
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Re-
search (SCAR). This new group would
provide advice on how to assess envi-
ronmental impacts and to implement
environmental regulation. Additionally,
there was a broad measure of support
for a modest treaty secretariat would
serve the information needs and the data-
support functions for an effective sys-
tem of environmental protection.

The convergence of opinion on those
aspects of non-agreement, however, was
impeded and remains impeded b y the
other issue that was being discussed—
the issue of antarctic mineral resources.
Those who were pushing for a perma-
nent ban on antarctic mineral resources
or, in other words, those who were
seeking an alternative to the Antarctic
Minerals Convention, pushed and sought

very strongly to include such a ban in a
new environmental protection agree-
ment. Those who did not take that view,
of course, resisted.

That dispute, that difference, repre-
sented in many ways a greater gap than
the gap that existed in terms of the mea-
sures or of the new instrument that might
be needed to deal with environmental
protection.

The result of the meeting was one in
which each side—if "side" is the right
word—achieved a significant part of its
position. Those who were pushing the
protocol-with-annex approach achieved,
largely in terms of the negotiating text
that now exists, their objectives. Those
who were pushing for a permanent ban
on mineral resource activities, or who at
least wished to see that issue linked to
the comprehensive measures agree-
ment, achieved their objective in the
sense that there was accordance of the
premise that the issue should be re-
solved in the same time frame as the
issue of whether or not a new protocol
or a new convention was needed to deal
with environmental protection mea-
sures in Antarctica.

Because it operates by consensus, the
Antarctic Treaty has relied frequently on
a somewhat strange style of negotia-
tions. It often appears that progress, in
a formal sense, is—and this is, one hopes,
not too bad a pun—glacially slow at these
meetings. But somehow, despite the
meetings' unproductive and frequently
contentious outward appearance, at their
conclusion, documents strangely appear
and seem to draw substantial support.

This is what happened in Viña del Mar.
The meetings were sometimes conten-
tious, sometimes excruciatingly boring,
but never seemingly in the formal sense
very productive. Yet, just before the end,
out of somewhere came a draft text which
nobody had agreed to, which had no
formal status, and yet which everyone
recognizes as potentially forming the ba-
sis for agreement.

The consensus system places a great
emphasis upon the "if you don't ask me
to say yes, I won't say no" philosophy
and style of discussion. In fact, what
happened, as has often been the case
often in the Antarctic Treaty mecha-
nism, is that although the formal dis-
cussions had a certain ritualistic
character—since governments are es-
sentially reciting their instructions from
their own capitals—informal discus-
sions resulted in a few individuals tak-
ing a shot at creating a negotiating text.
In this case, one of the old Antarctic
Treaty hands, Ambassador Rolf Trolle
Anderson of Norway, was, I guess, ca-
joled in an informal sense to do so. Am-
bassador Anderson produced—the
weekend before the meeting ended—a
draft protocol with annexes, a non-pa-

per which is now known as the "An-
derson Text."

The Anderson Text
The Anderson Text was discussed in

one informal session. It was then revised
and laid on the table. Though it had no
status, it was recognized and, in the re-
port of the meeting, was identified as a
basis for future work. I think most peo-
ple at the meeting in Viña del Mar be-
lieved that an agreement is possible on
that basis in the reasonably near future.

Now, the "reasonably near future"
could be 1991 because the consultative
parties have committed themselves to
picking up the cudgels and resuming the
work of Viña del Mar again, this time in
Madrid in April 1991.

Also, later in the year, one of the reg-
ular biennial meetings of the Treaty par-
ties will take place in Germany in October
1991. 1 think there is some view among
parties that in the remainder of the year,
it might well be possible to conclude a
protocol supplementing the Antarctic
Treaty by that time.

The Anderson Text is, I think, a clever
and fair blending of the various propos-
als that were on the table. Let me sum-
marize, simply, the kinds of provisions
that are in it and then refer to the cloud
that may be hanging over it. The An-
derson Text sets forth a set of legally
binding, environmental principles. In one
of those ironies that arise in interna-
tional negotiations, they are based pri-
marily on the principles that were
included in the antarctic minerals con-
vention. These principles are already
being used as models in other interna-
tional forums. They comprise an ex-
tremely innovative and forward-looking
set of principles, in my opinion, that rec-
ognizes—and I think this is an impor-
tant element—that scientific research is,
perhaps, the most important environ-
mental value of Antarctica. Scientific re-
search, itself, in Antarctica is of immense
environmental importance, both to un-
derstanding the place and to under-
standing the region's role in global
processes. It's one of the important—in
fact, in the long run, it may be one of
the iiiost important—things that began
to emerge at this meeting. What one has
seen in some of the discussions in recent
times is something of a divergence, and
something of a bifurcation in perspec-
tive between scientists and those who
are representing environmental per-
spectives.

The set of legally binding principles
in the Anderson Text also is designed to
ensure that the protection of the antarc-
tic environment, as well as dependent
and associated ecosystems, are funda-
mental considerations in planning and
conducting all activities in Antarctica.
These principles include:
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U.S. Navy photo.

A scene that is now part of history—open burning at the Fortress Rocks landfill. In February
1991, the National Science Foundation halted open burning.

U.S. suspends open
burning at McMurdo
Station; Closes landfill

In February 1991 the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) suspended
open burning waste materials at the
Fortress Rocks facility and has ceased
operation of the landfill at that site.
The 1-acre landfill adjacent to Mc-
Murdo Station has been used for more
than 30 years to dispose of solid and
liquid waste generated from con-
struction and other materials. The
landfill was established in an era when
knowledge and environmental sen-
sitivity and concerns were not as great
as they are toda y . The closing is part
of the Foundation's 5-year Safety, Ln -
vironment and Health Initiative d1-
signed to clean up debris from pii
operations and enhance protection ti
the antarctic environment.

Instead of open burning, a tem-
porary incinerator has been built and
is being tested at the site to serve for
the austral winter season. "The halt
in open-burning and closing of the
landfill accelerate the Foundation's
continuing efforts to safeguard the
Antarctic environment," according to
NSF Deputy Director Fred Bernthal.

Originally, plans called for a phas-
ing out of open burning to be com-
pleted by the fall and for a increase
in the amount of solid waste removed
from McMurdo Station. However,
during 1990-1991 austral summer in-
sulation material that contains asbes-
tos was discovered in the landfill; the
need to properlydispose of this ma-
terial accelerated NSF's plans to halt
open burning. Other clean-up activ-
ities now undergoing environmental
impact assessment include removal
of surface debris from landfill and

other areas, identification and re-
moval of old waste barrels, and com-
pletion of a submerged wastewater
discharge line.

Currently , plastics, metals, rubber
tires, and hazardous materials (bat-
teries, solvents, waste oil, etc.) are
being recycled or segregated from the
waste stream and removed from Ant-
arctica.

McMurdo is the largest of three U.S.
scientific stations in Antarctica and
has an austral summer population of
about 1,200 scientists and support
staff. However, only about 200 re-
main through the winter there. Be-
cause Antarctica has the world's

coldest and harshest climate, envi-
ronmental protection, health, and
safety concerns require a great deal
of special attention.

NSF has brought in several na-
tional laboratories with expertise in
environmental protection and man-
agement to analyze materials used and
wastes produced as a normal part of
the U.S. Antarctic Program. "They will
be suggesting additional changes and
procedures, as well as advising us on
how best to maintain the unique fauna
and flora and associated ecosystems
while maintaining the critical scien-
tific research being conducted in that
frontier," Bernthal said.

• obligations to meet specific envi-
ronmental standards, with an additional
general obligation to limit, insofar as is
practicable, all adverse impacts;

• obligations to accord priority to sci-
entific research in Antarctica and to pre-
serve the region's value for such research,
including research essential to under-
standing the global environment;

• obligations to ensure that human
activities are planned and conducted on
the basis of information sufficient to en-
able prior assessments of and to make
informed judgments about their possi-
ble environmental impacts;

• obligations to undertake environ-
mental monitoring.

The agreement, with respect to insti-
tutions, deals only with the establish-

ment of what is called a Committee on
Environmental Protection, a standing
committee on environmental protection
that would he an advisory body. This
committee would not duplicate the work
of SCAR but would advise the Treaty
parties on a regular basis with respect
to environmental protection measures,
as to how they might he updated, how
they might he operating, and how ef-
fective these measures are.

The secretariat issue was not included
and was not addressed in the this ne-
gotiating text, but there was a consensus
that a secretariat should he established.
Representatives felt that because the
secretariat should be designed to serve
the Treaty system as a whole and not
simply to support the environmental

protection aspects, the secretariat should
he established and should be addressed
at a regular consultative meeting.

Therefore, while the issue of the sec-
retariat was not dealt with in the draft
agreement, there was a commitment to
get at that issue and to resolve it, begin-
ning at the regular meeting in October
1991. So there was a commitment to es-
tablish these two new forms of institu-
tion for the antarctic consultative
mechanism.

One of the innovative aspects of the
Anderson Text is the provision for in-
clusion of legall y binding measures for
protection of the environment in an-
nexes. The text identifies four areas for
which four candidate annexes might he
included—marine pollution, waste dis-
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posal, environmental impact assess-
ment, and the protection of fauna and
flora. In all of those annexes, the re-
maining issues are largely drafting is-
sues, simply wording issues. Clearly,
those annexes will be ready for conclu-
sion when the text of the agreement or
the text of the protocol itself is ready for
conclusion.

The annexes do several things. First,
they provide a mechanism for rapid up-
dating and rapid amendment. There is
a provision that an annex can, itself, in-
clude provisions for accelerated entry-
into-force and implementation of
amendments or modifications, as nec-
essary. This deals with one of the long-
standing problems of the Antarctic Treaty
consultative mechanism—adopted
measures have taken an awfully long time
to become effective, because every coun-
try must implement them before they
become effective.

A system envisioned for the annexes
that have been elaborated is a 1-year tacit
acceptance procedure. In other words,
if no objection is received within a year,
they are presumed to have achieved the
acceptance of all and enter into the force
on that basis.

There also could be a mechanism for
emergency provisions that allow
amendments or modifications to be
adopted even more rapidly. This ap-
proach will allow the Treaty mechanism
to operate more effectively without re-
quiring its amendment, without requir-
ing an overall change in the political
mechanism itself.

The agreement includes new provi-
sions with regard to compliance, spell-
ing out clearly the obligations of member
states to ensure compliance with mea-
sures. It spells out that these measures
are designed to be mandatory and apply
to all activities. As has been the case
with some measures in the past, they
are designed not to be limited to national
programs but to apply to all individuals
and activities.

The Anderson Text provides for a
compulsory dispute settlement with re-
gard to the mandatory measures that are
included in the annexes. This represents
a substantial evolution of the dispute
settlement procedures that exist in the
Antarctic Treaty, which are voluntary or
optional, rather than mandatory or com-
pulsory.

It calls for response action and obli-
gates parties to respond appropriately in
respect to the threat of pollution or the
threat of environmental damage deriv-
ing from activities in Antarctica. It ob-
ligates the parties to undertake
contingency planning.

The Anderson Text also calls for an-
nual reporting to provide a better re-
cord, a public record of measures taken
to ensure compliance and other steps
under the agreement. It calls for a sys-

tem in which the parties would address
and develop measures to deal with lia-
bility in addition to the provisions re-
lating to response action.

It includes not only principles on en-
vironmental impact assessment but also
specific procedures. It would include a
flat requirement that potential environ-
mental impact of any significant activity
first be assessed. Again, that require-
ment will be included in the body of the
protocol itself. The specific procedures
may be in the annex or rolled into the
protocol itself. But, this agreement—the
Anderson Text—rests on the premise that
the procedures for environmental im-
pact assessment are what is required
rather that prior authorization of sci-
ence.

Finally, the issue of mineral resources
is linked in this negotiating text to the
inclusion of a provision that calls for a
prohibition on mineral resource activi-
ties. That provision, however, is for-
mulated in such a fashion as to make
clear that it is incomplete. It holds open
three options:

• that mineral resources activities be
prohibited permanently,

• that mineral resource activities be
prohibited in accordance with the Ant-
arctic Minerals Convention, and

• that mineral resource activities be
prohibited on the basis of some middle
ground between the two.

In other words, it does not resolve the
issue, but as I mentioned earlier, it es-
tablishes the linkage that would require
the issue to be resolved prior to con-
cluding the agreement itself. Whether or
not that provision stays in, this provi-
sion does represent that linkage on the
mineral resource issue.

Conclusion
Let me say that there was no consen-

sus on how to resolve the debate over
the mineral resources issue or how to
restore consensus on this issue. Several
of the participants in the negotiations
entered the discussions by indicating that
there simply was no flexibility on their
part to move toward a middle ground.
So while there was exploration and a lot
of informal discussion, much of it had a
somewhat hypothetical ring in that clearly
from the beginning there was not a suf-
ficient basis for finding a middle ground.

On the other hand, I think that it is
evident that the elements of a middle
ground are beginning to emerge. And,
in my view, those elements would be
the agreement on a moratorium on min-
eral resource activities for a significant
period of time. A moratorium would
mean an agreement that mineral re-
source activities would not take place for
that defined period. This agreement also
would be coupled with something en-
suring that, at the end of the morato-

rium (because by definition, a
moratorium is, if you will, a self-de-
structing mechanism), a mechanism
would exist to deal with the possibility
that interest in mineral resources might
emerge. We're not there yet. But there
was clearly some—quite a bit of—dis-
cussion of that possibility as a middle
ground.

There was not, however, sufficient
flexibility on all sides to be able to begin
to move decisively toward that middle
ground. Whether or not, and when, that
disposition will emerge, is the cloud that
hangs over the agreement, which oth-
erwise, in my opinion, could easily be
concluded in 1991.

The parties will meet again. However,
I don't want to leave with the impres-
sion that everything is harmonious. With
regard to the agreement, there are is-
sues. There are issues relating to the en-
vironmental impact assessment. There
is still an issue as to whether the advi-
sory institutions might have some role
in suspending activities on the basis of
a review of an environmental impact as-
sessment.

But in my view, those issues are re-
solvable, and will tell the tale of whether
or not the Treaty parties can find a so-
lution to that most visible, most hypo-
thetical issue, from an environmental
point of view: the question of antarctic
resources.

I should end, perhaps, on a personal
note. I'm reasonably confident that the
Treaty parties will be able to do it. The
Treaty system has worked too well in
the past and there is too much at stake
in this (from the broader perspective of
ensuring that Antarctica continues to be
managed in an innovative way) for this
effort not to succeed. Although in this
world, nothing is certain, because I trust
the workings of the Treaty system, I dare
to hope.

Thank you.

—R. Tucker Scully, Director, Office of
Ocean Affairs, Department of State.

U.S. legislation and
Antarctica

Both the House of Representatives and
the Senate focused on environmental is-
sues related to Antarctica during 1990.
Although several bills and resolutions
were proposed during the 101st Con-
gress, only two—H.R. 3977 and S.J.Res.
206—were finally passed and forwarded
to the President for his signature. All of
the proposed legislation sent strong sig-
nals to the Administration to re-examine
Convention on Regulation of Antarctic
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Mineral Resources Activities (CRAMRA)
and its Antarctic policies.

During the first months of 1991, Con-
gress continued to address the question
of environmental protection in Antarc-
tica. In early March the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Subcommittees on
Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and
the Environment, the Coast Guard and
Navigation and Oceanography, and
Great Lakes and Outer Continental Shelf
held hearings on the ongoing negotia-
tions for the antarctic environmental
protection protocol. Assistant Secretary
of State for Oceans, International Envi-
ronmental, and Scientific Affairs E.U.
Curtis Bohlen, who heads the U.S. del-
egation, described for the committee the
status of negotiations and the antici-
pated results. He emphasized that the
new protocol is designed to make Ant-
arctica a natural reserve, devoted to sci-
ence and to provide comprehensive
measures to protect the environment.

Additionally, two bills have been pro-
posed in House of Representatives, in
May Representative Walter B. Jones (D.-
NJ) introduced H.R. 1920 (the Antarctic
Environmental Protection Act) and H.
1921 (the Antarctic Oil Spill Protection
Act). Both bills focus on the impact of
human activities on the antarctic envi-
ronment.

1990 legislation
During the 101st Congress, the

congressional debate centered on two key
issues. First, environmentalists, con-
cerned about perceived weaknesses in
the multilateral Convention on the Reg-
ulation of Antarctic Mineral Resources
Activities (CRAMRA), pushed for leg-
islation to ban permanently mining in
Antarctica. Secondly, they advocated
extending the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) to Antarctica, includ-
ing the National Science Foundation's
antarctic research program.

The "Antarctic Protection Act of 1990"
(H.R. 3977), sponsored by Representa-
tive Silvio Conte (R-MA) and Senator
John Kerry (D-MA), was signed by Pres-
ident Bush on 16 November 1990 and
was assigned Public Law 101-594. As
passed, it imposes an indefinite ban on
antarctic mineral resource activities. The
new law makes it "unlawful for any per-
son to engage in, finance, or otherwise
knowingly provide assistance to any
Antarctic mineral resource activit y ." The
law also urges other nations to join the
United States in the effort to develop
comprehensive environmental protec-
tion for Antarctica.

Originally, H.R. 3977 would have ex-
tended NEPA to the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram (USAP). By extending NEPA to
USAP, private litigants would have been
given the authority to seek injunctions
and halt important research projects, re-

gardless of NSF's compliance with en-
vironmental assessments or impact
statements. NSF and the Administration
vigorously opposed this provision as
harmful to USAP. Ultimatel y it was
dropped from the bill.

In signing H.R. 3977, President Bush
emphasized that any new agreement be-
tween the Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Parties "must reinforce the essential ele-
ments of U.S. Antarctic policy:

• maintenance of Antarctica as a zone
of peace;

• comprehensive protection of the
unique antarctic environment;

• preservation of the unparalleled op-
portunities Antarctica offers for environ-
mentally sound scientific research
essential to understanding the dynamics
of the planet's natural s ystems; and

• maintenance of the Antarctic Treaty
and the Antarctic Treaty s ystems as the
framework for pursuing these goals."

The second piece of legislation, S.J.
Res. 206, is a resolution sponsored by
Representative Wayne Owens (D-UT)
and Senator Albert Gore (D-TN). S.J.Res.
206, as passed, encourages immediate
negotiations toward a new agreement
among Antarctic Treaty Consultative
(ATC) Parties. Such an agreement would
provide comprehensive environmental
protection for Antarctica and indefi-
nitely close Antarctica to commercial
minerals development.

1991 legislation
According to Rep. Jones, who is the

chairman of the House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Committee, the bills that
are sponsored by him focus on the "im-
mediate and critical problems of waste
management, marine pollution, envi-
ronmental impact assessment proce-
dures, and the conservation of antarctic
flora and fauna."

The first bill (H.R. 1920), if passed,
would amend the 1978 Antarctic Con-
servation Act, which implements for U.S.
citizens the 1964 Antarctic Treat y rec-
ommendation on "Agreed Measures for
the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and
Flora." This bill, the Antarctic Environ-
mental Protection Act, would require that
NEPA be applied to all U.S. government
activities in Antarctica, regulate waste
disposal practices at U.S. facilities, re-
quire that old dumpsites be cleaned up,
prohibit discharge of garbage and haz-
ardous materials from U.S. ships, and
expand the penalties that exist under the
Antarctic Conservation Act. Funds ac-
quired from these expanded penalties
would be used for environmental train-
ing and education.

The second bill, H.R. 1921, focuses
specifically on marine pollution and
would amend the 1990 Oil Pollution Act
to extend this act to include U.S. activ-
ities in Antarctica. Besides prohibiting

the discharge of oil or fuel in antarctic
waters, the bill would require that the
party responsible for a oil or fuel spill
clean the damaged area and that the re-
sponsible person or organization com-
pensate any third party that may have
been affected by the spill. The bill ap-
plies to all U.S. citizens—not just the
Federal government.

Environmental regulations and the
conduct of science

The U.S. antarctic science community
voiced its concern that new, more strin-
gent environmental regulations may limit
their ability to conduct research. This
concern for continued freedom of sci-
entific access to the Antarctic was re-
flected in the actions of the National
Science Board (NSB). At their March 1991
meeting, the board passed a resolution
that NSB chairman Mary L. Good con-
veyed to Secretary of State James A. Baker
III. The resolution states

"RESOLVED that, if an advisory com-
mittee on environmental protection is
established within the context of the
upcoming international negotiations
for an antarctic comprehensive envi-
ronmental protection protocol any such
committee should he purely advisory
with respect to scientific research ac-
tivities in the Antarctic."

(Editor's note: Port ions of this article are
based on reports pub! is/ted in the Septet nber-
December 1990 and Jan uari–Februari 7991
issues of NSF's Con ,c'ressiomial Report. Up-
dates on le,''islatwe actwities related to Ant-
arctica and antarctic actieities will itt' proided
in future iss ties of the Antarctic Jon root.)

Massey appointed NSF
Director

In March 1991, Walter F. Masse y be-
came the ninth director of the National
Science Foundation (NSF). Appointed
by President Bush in September 1990,
Dr. Massey succeeds Erich Bloch, who
left the Foundation in August 1990 after
a 6-year term as Director.

Dr. Massey comes to the Foundation
from the University of Chicago and Ar-
gonne National Laboratory of which he
was director from 1979 to 1984. In 1984,
he relinquished the laboratory director-
ship to become Vice President for Re-
search of the university. Before joining
the University of Chicago, Masse y was
an associate professor and, later, a pro-
fessor of physics at Brown University
(1970 to 1979), and an assistant professor
of physics at the Universit y of Illinois,
Urbana (1969 to 1970). After he earned

—Contimnmcd on j yagc 14
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David Karl, University of Hawaii, and associates use a Zodiac to comb the area where the sediment
traps were moored in March 1990. In an effort to release the traps from their moorings, Dr. Karl
sent out an electronic signal that unfortunately did not elicit a response.

NSF photo by Winifred Reuning.

Studying the depths of the polar oceans

Each austral spring the oceans sur-
rounding Antarctica pulse with life. As
the sea ice melts, small marine plants
(phytoplankton) are released into the
water. In the upper levels, micro- and
macrozooplankton feed on the resulting
phytoplankton bloom. As the surface
waters mix with the water below, phy-
toplankton cells are carried downward
to deeper ocean habitats, providing a
predictable source of food for organisms
there.

The growth and demise of the spring
bloom are well documented, but the
physical and chemical controls that cause
the bloom to begin and to fluctuation
seasonally, as well as the immediate and
long-term fate of this phenomenon, are

NSF photo by Winifred Reuning.

The Gerlache Strait, February 1991, seen from
the deck of the Polar Duke.

not well understood. The region's re-
moteness combined with the hazards of
working in ice-covered seas limited sci-
entists for many years to observations
from coastal stations or from ships dur-
ing the austral summer. However, au-
tomated systems, satellite technology,
and ice-capable research ships have en-
abled scientists to overcome many, but
not all, of these obstacles.

Between 30 October and 24 November
1989, 22 scientists conducted four con-
secutive 5-day cruises in a 4,000-square
kilometer area of the northern Gerlache
Strait (see photo on left) and the south-
western Bransfield Strait to study the bi-
ological and physical mechanisms that
bring about high biological productivity.
One investigation, lead by David Karl
from the University of Hawaii, focused
on understanding the carbon cycle. Us-
ing both free-floating and bottom-moo-
red sediment traps to measure particle
flux, Karl acquired detailed information
on vertical changes in particle flux and
made a continuous record of the flux
before, during, and after the seasonal
bloom.

In March 1990 Karl and his colleagues
moored two sediment traps to the ocean
floor by wrapping 15 meters of iron-link
chain around an old boiler and attaching
the two traps and a string of floats to
the boiler with cable. One year later, in
February 1991, Karl and an associate re-
turned to retrieve the sediment traps and
the collected sediment samples. To re-
cord the trap's position, Karl had used
the Global Position System (GPS), a
worldwide, U.S. Defense Department
satellite network. Although without a
military decoder GPS coordinants are ac-
curate only to several lOs of meters, Karl
calculated that he could accurately de-
termine the location of traps were and,
if necessary, drag the ocean bottom to
recover them.

Reaching the approximate location
aboard the Polar Duke, Karl began to
search electronically without success for
the locator signal transmitted by the traps.
Despite this, Karl, along with two oth-
ers, launched a Zodiac and began to send
the signal that would release the traps
from their moorings. Again, there was
no response.
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Always a challenge!

Scientists, crew, and onlookers watch as the
metal claw brings up the first prize—the string
of floats that marked the location of the sedi-
ment traps.

NSF photo by Winifred Reuning.

Determined to retrieve the traps and
samples, Karl returned a week later to
search using the GPS coordinants to de-
termine where the traps might he. This
time, a claw-like metal hook was low-
ered over the side of Polar DUkL' to drag
the bottom for the missing traps. Within
an hour, the ship's sonar picked up the
acoustic profile of the sediment traps.
The ship's winch began slowly to reel in
the huge hook. Suddenly, as scientists,
ship's crew, and others strained to see
a change in the sea surface, a string of
yellow floats bobbed to the surface. Af-
ter reeling in 30 meters more of cable,
the crew hoisted the first trap on board.
With this trap retrieved, the crew re-
turned to reel in the remaining cable and,
they hoped, the second trap. But the
weight of the second trap and the silt-
encrusted boiler was too much for the
cable and, with a groan, it snapped, al-
lowing nearly 200 meters of cable to slide
back into the ocean.

Although the crew tried dragging for
the remaining trap, their efforts resulted
only in mangling the gaint metal hook.
For Karl, however, the effort was a suc-
cess, even though it provided him with
a mystery. When the the trap's 13 sam-
ple bottles (designed to collect residue
automatically from the spring phyto-
plankton bloom) were examined, Karl
found that all but one of them were
empty. A careful check revealed that the
sampling system had worked properly.
This left only one conclusion—there had
been no bloom in this area of the Ger-
lache Straits that spring. Other scientists
reported similar observations, but none
has determined why . Once analyzed,
however, Karl's sediment data may help
answer questions about seasonal fluc-
tuations in the circulation of living mat-
ter in the water column.

NSF photo by Winifred Reuning.

The catch of the day"—the upper-level sed-
iment trap—is successfully lowered on to the
deck of the Polar Duke.

Dr. Karl carefully examine the sediment sampling bottles, their contents, and the electronic system
that operates the sampling apparatus.

NSF photo by Winifred Reuning.
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Continued from page 11.

his doctorate in physics from Washing-
ton University in 1966, he became a fel-
low at Argonne (1966), where he served
as a research physicist until 1968. Prior
to this, he taught physics at Morehouse
College (1958 to 1959) from which he
earned his bachelor's degree in 1958.

Dr. Massey's research focuses on the
many-body theories of quantum liquids
and solids. An active participant in sci-
entific, cultural, and civic groups, he is
a member of the President's Council of
Advisors on Science and Technology and
a former member of the National Science
Board, NSF's policy-making body. He
also has served as president of the
American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science and has been a member
of the National Academy of Sciences
Advisory Committee on Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union.

During the 7 months before Dr. Mas-
sey's appointment was confirmed by the
U.S. Senate, Frederick M. Bernthal, the
Foundation's Deputy Director, served
as Acting Director. Dr. Bernthal, a nu-
clear chemist, was appointed Deputy
Director of the Foundation in March 1990.
Previously, he was Assistant Secretary
of State for Oceans and International En-
vironmental and Scientific Affairs (1988
to 1990). In this position, he was directly
concerned with policy matters related to
the Antarctic Treaty. From 1983 to 1988,
he served as a member of the U.S. Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission (1983 to
1988); before this he was Chief Legisla-
tive Assistant to Senator Howard Baker,
who was Senate majority leader at the
time.

A graduate of the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley (Ph.D., 1969), he did
postdoctoral research at Yale University
and taught chemistry and physics at
Michigan State University from 1970 to
1978.

NSF inaugurates electronic
information system

Researchers, universities, libraries, the
press, and the interested public now can
obtain information about the National
Science Foundation and its programs via
the computerized "Science & Technol-
ogy Information System" (STIS). This
new electronic dissemination system was
developed by NSF's Office of Informa -
tion Systems and its Division of Inter-
national Programs as a prototype for
electronically disseminating informa-
tion. It provides easy access to many of
the Foundation's publications, includ-
ing program announcements, reports of
the National Science Board, press re-
leases, abstracts describing NSF-sup-
14

ported research projects, and analytical
reports and news concerning research in
other countries.

STIS is open to anyone. There are no
limited hours of access, and there is no
need to register in advance or to obtain
a password. During a 6-month test, many
of the hundreds of test users were able
to use the system with no difficulty.

Through STIS, you can search pages
of text in seconds by using a single word
or phrase. For example, if you are in-
terested in obtaining information about
recent NSF activities in the Antarctic, you
could search using the words "antarc-
tic," "polar," or "polar-programs." In
this case, STIS might retrieve a series of
press releases, the section of the Guide
to Programs pertaining to polar research,
or the Division of Polar Program's Ant-
arctic Program Announcement and Proposal
Guide. After a list of documents has been
retrieved, you are able to view the whole
document, download it to your own sys-
tem, or print out the selected item im-
mediately. Even if you are not familiar
with NSF, you can determine easily what
documents are relevant.

Readers can access STIS through BIT-
NET or Internet electronic mail or, using

During the 1989-1990 field season, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
minstration ship Surveyor completed its
second Antarctic Marine Living Re-
sources (AMLR) project, centered at
61 000.0'S 55 019.0'W. (See figure 1.) The
primary project consisted of two biolog-
ical surveys of krill abundance near El-
ephant Island in the South Shetland
Islands group. While operating near the
South Shetland Islands, we found dis-
crepancies between geographic posi-
tions determined by radar and those
determined by Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) satellites.

During the AMLR project, we com-
pared 50 radar-determined positions,
taken from charted points of land on Seal,
Elephant, Cornwallis, Clarence, Gibbs,
Aspland, and O'Brien islands, to 50 si-
multaneous GPS positions. These posi-
tions were taken over a 2-month period
by experienced ship's officers, using a
Raytheon Mariner's Pathfinder X-band
(3-centimeter) radar, a Decca RMS 1630A
S-band (10-centimeter) radar, and a
Magnavox MX 1102 Satellite Navigator.
Most radar positions were obtained by

a modem and appropriate communica-
tions software, can dial-in directly. If you
use BITNET or Internet, access is free-
of-charge; if you use a modem and are
calling from outside the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area, the charge is the
cost of a long-distance telephone call.

Besides the documents already men-
tioned, STIS will include the full text of
the NSF Bulletin, the Guide to Programs,
the NSF phone directory, and policy
manuals. Descriptions of all research
projects funded by NSF will be added
to the system later. Because of the length
of the Antarctic Journal, the Division of
Polar Programs will not be able to in-
clude the entire journal online; how-
ever, the table of contents for each
quarterly and the review issue will be
listed, along with information on order-
ing the publication.

The User Manual for SITS will be
available from the Forms and Publica-
tions Unit at NSF. Questions about the
project may be sent to Dr. STIS, National
Science Foundation, Office of Informa-
tion Systems, Room 401, 1800 C Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20550, or stis
nsf.gov (Internet), or stis nsf (BITENT).

measuring three ranges on 6- or 12-naut-
ical-mile scales; some ranges were mea-
sured on a 24-nautical-mile scale. Radar
ranges were drawn on Defense Map-
ping Agency chart 29104 (Defense Map-
ping Agency 1982), the largest scale chart
of the area, and a geographic position
was scaled from the intersection of the
ranges. All GPS positions were recorded
during times when 3 to 4 satellites were
visible. For this comparison, the radar
positions were held as fixed points, and
calculations were made for the distance
and azimuth to the GPS positions.

Radar positions determined by mea-
suring three ranges are relatively accu-
rate in their relationship to land masses;
distances from points of land are inde-
pendent of latitude, longitude, and the
charting datum. The opposite is true of
positions determined by GPS. These po-
sitions, as they appear on the chart, are
directly related to the latitude and lon-
gitude graticules* and chart datum.

*Gra ticule is a network of lines representing lat-
itude and longitude on a map.

Antarctic Journal
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Figure 1. Antarctic marine living resources project.

Figure 2. A. Results of 50 radar vs. GPS positions while circumnavigating Elephant Island. B.
Results of 10 radar vs. GPS positions while anchored.
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The results of the 50 comparisons show
that the mean of the distance separating
the two positional methods is 947 meters
(3,108 feet) (standard deviation = ± 535
meters (1,755 feet)), with a mean azi-
muth from north of 002 degrees (figure
2, block A). The standard deviation is
relatively large for these 50 observa-
tions, and there are some undetermined
errors in the radar readings and plotting.
The mean value, however, is considered
indicative of results produced by navi-
gational equipment widely available to
ships transiting the area.

At the time of this study, the U.S. De-
fense Department had degraded the po-
sitional accuracy of the GPS satellites to
100 meters or 328 feet. Incorporating this
intentional error with the mean distance
of 947 meters (3,108 feet) results in a
difference of positions ranging from 847
to 1,047 meters (2,780 to 3,436 feet), or
approximately 0.5 nautical mile.

During a time that Siir'ei/or was an-
chored near Seal Island, we compared
10 additional radar-determined posi-
tions were compared to 10 simultaneous
GPS positions. Radar range scales of 1.5
and 6.0 nautical miles were used for the
comparison. Only the Decca RMS 1630A
S-band radar was used. The mean of the
distance separating the GPS positions
from the radar positions is 834 meters
(2,736 feet) (standard deviation = ±83
meters (273 feet)), with a mean azimuth
from north of 343 degrees (figure 2, block
B). Incorporating the Defense Depart-
ment's error into the mean distance re-
suits in a difference of positions ranging
from 734 to 934 meters (2,408 to 3,064
feet), slightly less than the 50 positions
observed while underway.

The following is a brief list of possible
source errors which may explain the dif-
ferences in the respective positions:

• Chart 29104 (Defense Mapping
Agency 1982) does not list which datum
was used to construct the chart. The
Magnavox MX 1102 on board the Sur-
veyor calculates positions using World
Geodetic System 72 datum. It is possible
that differences between the unlisted
chart datum and WGS 72 could account
for the difference in positions.

• Through cartographic error the is-
lands may have been placed 0.5 nautical
mile south of their true positions during
the compilation of the chart.

• The higher precision satellite navi-
gational equipment now available to the
mariner is more accurate than position-
ing methods and equipment used by ex-
plorers in the 19th century; the positions
for the islands may, quite simply, he in
error by 0.5 nautical mile.

To check the Defense Mapping Agency
chart a comparison was made between
chart 29104 and Chilean chart 1400 (IHA
1947-51-61). This chart was chosen be-
cause Punta Arenas, Chile, is a major
supply port for vessels traveling to Ant-

arctica; Chilean charts are easily avail-
able to the mariner. No datum is listed
for this chart, but it is likely to be con-
structed from the South American 1969
or earlier datums. The results of the
comparison show that the South Shet-
land Islands, as depicted on chart 1400,
are shifted an average of 1.6 minutes of
latitude north and 2.8 minutes of ion-

gitude east. The disagreement between
simultaneous radar and GPS positions
was magnified when plotted on chart
1400.

The results from both d ynamic and
static position comparisons show that the
GPS positions consistentl y fall approxi-
mately 0.5 nautical mile to the north of
the radar positions. Isolated shoals, rocks,
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and other dangers to navigation are also
likely to be in error by 0.5 nautical mile.
Although this is not a large error and
should not pose a problem to prudent
mariners who use visual bearings and
radar ranges when navigating close in,
caution should he used when navigating
with GPS equipment in the area of the
South Shetland Islands.

—Lieutenant John A. Miller, NOAA
Corps, National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration, Rockville, Mary-
land 20852
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Attention antarctic
researchers

NSF 91-41, "Antarctic Program An-
nouncement and Proposal Guide," is the
new National Science Foundation guide
for antarctic research proposals. The 48-
page hook describes research opportun-
ities, has worksheets to help proposers
evaluate the potential environmental
impact of their projects and describe their
operational needs in Antarctica, and gives
instructions that are special to U.S. Ant-
arctic Program proposals.

Antarctic proposers also will need-
* NSF 90-77, "Grants for Research and

Education in Science and Engineering"
• NSF 89-59, "Antarctic Conservation

Act of 1978, With Regulations, Maps,
Application Forms"

If you are writing an antarctic pro-
posal to NSF, you will need all three
publications. These can be ordered from
the Publications Unit, room 232, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C. 20550 (telephone, 202/357-7861; TDD
202/357-7492). Please cite the NSF num-
ber (listed above) for each publication,
when ordering. If you have access to
electronic mail, these books can be or-
dered via BITNET, Internet, or OMNET.

The electronic mail addresses are

• BITNET: pubs(a iisf
• Internet: pubs (i isf.gov
• OJVINET: At Command? ti//k' ''Coin-

pose manual" and follow instructions to ac-
cess Bitnet or Internet.

Researchers are reminded that the
deadline for proposals is 1 June of each
year and that proposals post marked af-
ter 1 June are subject to return without
review. For research involving field work
in Antarctica, proposals should be sub-
mitted no less than 1 year before the
proposed start date. Projects requiring
large amounts of equipment in Antarc-
tica may require additional lead time to
allow for transport by ship. For antarc-
tic-related research to be conducted in
the United States, proposals also should
be received at NSF by 1 June but may
be funded as early as January of the next
calendar year. Grant award notification
will be made no earlier than late Octo-
ber.

Scientists who not familiar with the
antarctic program may benefit from dis-
cussing their project with a Division of
Polar Programs science program man-
ager (202/357-7894) or, for operational
questions, with a member of the Polar
Operations Section (202/357-7808).

Biology and medicine

Detrich, H. William. Northeastern Uni-
versity, Boston, Massachusetts. As-
sembly and stability of microtubules
from antarctic fish at low tempera-
tures. DPP 89-19004. $98,000.

Freckman, Diana W. University of Cal-
ifornia, Riverside, California. Nema-
tode distribution and function in
antarctic dry valley ecosystems. DPI
88-18049. $65,721.

Frederick, John E. University of Chi-
cago, Chicago, Illinois. Solar radiation
in the high-latitude Southern Hemi-
sphere. DPP 90-06560. $238,066.

Fryxell, Greta A. Texas A&M Univer-
sity, College Station, Texas. Antarctic
Marine Ecosystem Research at the Ice-
Edge Zone (AMERIEZ): Microalgae of
the sea ice and water column. DPP 84-
18850. $10,000.

Kennicutt, Mahlon C. Texas A&M Uni-
versity, College Station, Texas.
Sources, distribution, and fate of hy-
drocarbons in the vicinity of the Ba/iia
Paraiso spill, Arthur Harbor, Antarc-
tica. DPP 89-15015. $60,187.

DeVore, George W. Florida State Uni-
versity, Tallahassee, Florida. Curator-
ship of antarctic collections. DPP 75-
19723. $182,062.

Terrestrial and marine geology and
geophysics

Bell, Robin E. Columbia University, Pal-
isades, New York. Airborne gravity
for the CASERTZ program. DPP 91-
00155. $77,123.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Corridor Aerogeo-
physics of the Southeastern Ross
Transect Zone (CASERTZ), Antarc-
tica. DPP 89-19147. $95,824.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Workshop on global
positioning system measurements.
DPP 90-03943. $25,070.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Group travel for U.S.
participants in the sixth antarctic earth
sciences symposium, Saitama, Japan,
9-13 September 1991. DPP 90-19965.
$35,574.

Feldmann, Rodney M. Kent State Uni-

Foundation awards of funds
for antarctic projects,
1 October to 31 December 1990

I'ollowing is a list of National Science Foundation antarctic awards made from 1
October to 31 December 1990. Each item contains the name of the principal inves-
tigat()r or project manager, his or her institution, a shortened title of the project, the
award number, and the amount awarded. If an investigator received a joint award
from more than one Foundation program, the antarctic program funds are listed
first, and the total amount of the award is listed in parentheses. Award numbers
for awards initiated by the Division of Polar Programs contain the prefix DPP.
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For the second year, U.S. Air Force C-5B transport airplanes brought supplies, equipment, and
personnel to McMurdo Station in October. Compared to C-141 airplanes, these airplanes can
transport three times as much. This austral summer the airplanes brought not only fully assembled
helicopters to McMurdo Station but also a leased Twin Otter airplane. Because the C-5B transports
have this capacity, they have helped ensure an earlier start for the research season during the
last 2 years.

NSF photo by Nadene Kennedy.

versity , Kent, Ohio. Paleohiologv of
Late Cretaceous decapod crustaceans
from James Ross Island, Antarctica.
DPP 89-15439. $40,301.

Hayes, Dennis E. Columbia University,
Palisades, New York. The Pacific Mar-
gin of the Antarctic Peninsula: A ma-
rine geophysical study of the tectonic
evolution of Andean-type orogens.
DPP 89-17332. $1,125,228. ($1,225,228)

Kent, Dennis V. Columbia University,
Palisades, New York. Tectonic evo-
lution of the antarctic sector of the Pa-
cific Margin II: Mesozoic and Paleozoic
development of eastern Marie Byrd
Land. DPP 89-16470. $50,504.

Ledbetter, Michael T. San Jose State
University, San Jose, California. Neo-
gene antarctic paleocirculation and
paleoceanographv. DPP 90-17549.
$49,362. ($98,723)

Taylor, Thomas N. Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio. Biostratigra-
phy and paleohotany of the Beardmore
Glacier region. DPP 88-15976. $100,664.

Wilson, Terry J . Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Mesozoic and Cen-
ozoic kinematic evolution of the
Transantarctic Mountains. DPP 88-
16932, $9,276.

Wilson, Terry J . Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Transverse struc-
tural segmentation of the Transant-
arctic Mountains. DPP 90-18055.
$81,129.

Zinsmeister, William J . Purdue Univer-
sity, West Lafa yette, Indiana. Mollus-
can transition across the Cretaceous/
Tertiary boundary and early paleo-
cene recovery ,, Seymour Island, Ant-
arctica. DPP 90-17246. $55,369.

Ocean and climate studies

DeMaster, David J . North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, North Carolina.
The preservation and accumulation of
biogenic silica and organic carbon in
a high-latitude environment: The Ross
Sea. DPP 88-17209. $105,375.

Dunbar, Robert B. Rice University,
Houston, Texas. Sinking and sus-
pended particulate matter on the ant-
arctic continental margin. DPP 88-
18136. $76,400.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Qua ternary climatic
record from the Antarctic Peninsula
region, Antarctica. DPP 89-17200.
$80,350.

Aeronomy and astronomy

Bering, Edgar A. University of Houston,
Houston, Texas. Measurement of ver-
tical atmospheric electric current at a
networ of sites in Antarctica including
manned stations and automatic geo-
physical observatories. DPP 89-17464.
$60,000.

Deshler, Terry L. Universit y of Wyo-
ming, Laramie, Wyoming. In situ
measurements of polar stratospheric
clouds, condensation nuclei, and ozone
in the springtime antarctic strato-
sphere. DPP 90-17805. $375,064.

Helliwell, Robert A. Stanford Univer-
sity, Stanford, California. Investiga-
tions of mechanisms and effects of
wave-particle interactions using data
from Siple Station, Antarctica, ver y

-low-frequency wave-injection experi-
ments. DPP 89-18326. $94,501.
($132,001)

Inan, Urnran S. Stanford University,
Stanford, California. Verv-low-fre-
quency sensing of thunderstorm and
radiation belt coupling to the ionos-
phere. DPP 90-20687. $82,000.

LaBelle, James W. Dartmouth College,
Hanover, New Hampshire. A pro-
posal to provide a low-frequency/high-
frequency programmable frequency
receiver to the antarctic automatic

geophysical observatories. DPP 89-
15635. $35,192.

Morse, Robert M. Universit y of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, Wisconsin. Measure-
ment of the optical transparency of
deep antarctic ice. DPP 90-20216.
$25,000.

Parks, George K. University of Wash-
ington, Seattle, Washington. South
Pole X-ray characteristics. DPP 87-
18586. $4,100.

Pomerantz, Martin A. Bartol Research
Institute, Newark, Delaware. Obser-
vations of ultra-high-energy gamma-
ray sources from the South Pole. DPP
86-13231. $182,033.

Pomerantz, Martin A. Bartol Research
Institute, Newark, Delaware. High-
resolution helioseismologv from the
South Pole. DPP 89-17626. $118,091.

Sivjee, Gulamahas G. Embry Riddle Aero
University, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Spectroscopic and interferometric
studies of airgiow and auroral pro-
cesses in the antarctic upper atmos-
phere over South Pole Station. DPP
89-16639. $68,016.

Smoot, George F. Universit y of Califor-
nia, Berkele y , California. Low-fre-
quency measurements of the cosmic
microwave background radiation. DPP
90-18395. $106,387. ($176,387)
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Stark, Antony A. Bell Laboratories,
Murray Hill, New Jersey. A telescope
for submillimeter spectroscopy from
the South Pole. DPP 88-18384.
$200,000. ($240,000)

Glaciology

Jacobel, Robert W. Saint Olaf College,
Northfield, Minnesota. Analysis of ice-
radar studies of basal conditions and
internal structure in west antarctic ice
streams. DPP 89-15850. $47,203.

Proenza, Luis M. University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska. Polar ice coring and
support. DPP 88-20948. $0. ($509,966)

Support, services, other

Bellew, George. Christchurch Interna-
tional Airport, Christchurch, New
Zealand. U.S. lease of space for the
U.S. Antarctic Program at the Inter-
national Antarctic Centre, Christ-
church, New Zealand. DPP 90-22329.
$550,000.

Davis, Russ E. Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, La Jolla, California.
McMurdo Sound meteorological sat-

elite station: Upgrade and mainte-
nance for the Antarctic Research
Center. DPP 88-15818. $92,753.

Davis, Russ E. Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, La Jolla, California.
McMurdo Sound meteorological sat-
ellite station: Upgrade and mainte-
nance for the Antarctic Research
Center. DPP 88-15818. $185,506.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Corridor Aerogeo-
physics of the Southeastern Ross
Transect Zone (CASERTZ), Antarc-
tica. DPP 89-19147. $46,424.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Corridor Aerogeo-
physics of the Southeastern Ross
Transect Zone (CASERTZ), Antarc-
tica. DPP 89-19147. $95,824.

Fisher, Dwight D. Department of De-
fense, Washington, D.C. Logistic sup-
port of the U.S. program in Antarctica.
DPP 76-10886. $25,000,000.

Hayes, Dennis E. Columbia University,
Palisades, New York. The Pacific Mar-
gin of the Antarctic Peninsula: A ma-
rine geophysical study of the tectonic
evolution of Andean-type orogens.

DPP 89-17332. $25,228.

Hayes, Dennis E. Columbia University,
Palisades, New York. The Pacific Mar-
gin of the Antarctic Peninsula: A ma-
rifle geophysical study of the tectonic
evolution of Andean-type orogens.
DPP 89-17332. $1,125,228.

Hayes, Dennis E. Columbia University,
Palisades, New York. The Pacific Mar-
gin of the Antarctic Peninsula: A ma-
rine geophysical study of the tectonic
evolution of Andean-type orogens.
DPP 89-17332. $1,225,228.

Link, Lewis E. Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory, Hano-
ver, New Hampshire. Technical sup-
port for the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program. DPP 87-20063. $614,696.

Murphy, Robert L. Antarctic Support
Association, Orange, California. Lo-
gistics support of operations/research
activities related to the U.S. program
in Antarctica. DPP 89-22832.
$25,000,000.

Oliver, John S. San Jose State Univer-
sity, San Jose, California. Benthos in
Antarctica. DPP 89-14858. $244,286.

Used cans are gathered near the dump at McMurdo Station. Improved environmental practices at the station include removing larger amounts of
waste materials, recycling waste when possible, and recovering scrap metal. During the 1990-1991 austral summer, more recycling bins were put
into service.

U S Navy photo.
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Weather at U.S. stations

Feature
Average temperature (0)

Temperature maximum (C)
(date)

Temperature minimum (C)
(date)

Average station pressure (mb)

Pressure maximum (mb)
(date)

Pressure minimum (mb)
(date)

Snowfall (mm)

Prevailing wind direction

Average wind (m sec)

Fastest wind (m sec)
(date)
(direction)

Average sky cover

Number clear days

Number partly cloudy days

Number cloudy days

Number days with visibility less than
0.4 km

November 1991	 December 1.990

McMurdo	Palmer	South Pole	McMurdo	Palmer	South Pole	McMurdo

39.2	-1.4 	36.6	-3.3	1.6	24.9	- 3.2

77:	3.9	- 19.5	4.9	7.4	19.5	4.2
(22)	(29)	(19)	(31)	(30)	(17)	(1)

23.8	-7.3	-53.7	16.0	4.4	30.8	12.6
(4)	(4)	(1)	(2)	(2)	(5)	(24)

985.37	970.60	686.76	990.11	986.30	690.69	983.51

992.28	998.30	701.29	996.58	1003.30	700.64	991.77
(22)	(4)	(21)	(22)	(18)	(26)	(11)

972.40	949.00	677.21	967.32	964.20	675.08	975.35
(6)	(19)	(12, 13)	(10)	(10)	(5)	(14)

12.70	305.00	0.00	15.24	237.00	0.00	40.64

80	225	360	150	 0	20	140

4.63	6.38	6.69	5.15	3.66	5.46	4.63

19.67	28.31	19.22	21.90	29.86	14.93	16.99
(21)	(25)	(16)	(14)	(28)	(1)	(23)

130	20	10	180	20	10	120

6.2	9.5	6 10	5.7	8.7	610	6.0

2.0	0.0	-	8.0	6.0	1.0	4.0	5.0

10.0	2.0	13.0	12.0	4.0	10.0	9.0

18.0	28.0	9.0	13.0	26.0	17.0	17.0

3.0	0.0	1	 9.0	1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	1	 0.0

January 1991
Palmer

3.1

8.0
(7)

-2.3
(9)

983.80

1002.20
(15)

966.30
(31)

46.00

360

6.43

30.89
(9)

360

9.2

0.0

3.0

28.0

0.0

South Pole
-28.5

21.1
(1)

--39.1
(30)

685.50

691.50
(1)

678.60
(12)

0.00

360

4.12

12.35

280

410

8.0

11.0

12.0

0.0

Prepared from information received from the stations. Locations: McMurdo 7751'S 166 40'E, Palmer 6446'S 64 3W. Amundsen-Scott South Pole 90 S.
Elevations: McMurdo sea level. Palmer sea level, Amundsen-Scott South Pole 2,835 meters. For prior data and daily logs, contact the National Climate Center,
Asheville, North Carolina 28801.
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After 3 years of construction, the new Science, Engineering, and Technology Center at McMurdo Station nears completion. Although the laboratory
will be dedicated in November 1991 during a conference focusing on advances in polar research, it will not open officially until the 1992-1993
austral summer.

ASA photo by George Lake.
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